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Funny pics of dogs sleeping

DOG LOVERS have shared hilarious snaps of their snoozing pooches in the weirdest possible positions. From blinking get up to snuggling up to a toilet bowl - these puppies can catch Zzzs wherever they want - but surely it can't be comfortable? DOWNWARD DOG Clearly this little pooch's pot-belly is too much for his legs to
handleCredit: refer to caption ROMPING-BOARD SNUGGLES Just look at those roles! Credit: refer to caption MIND THE GAP Room for pawCredit: referring to caption BUTT OF THE JOKE Credit: refer to caption What is that smell? Feel TOASTY Someone is obviously a little chillyCredit: refer to caption GAME OF TWISTER He's going
to have cramp tomorrowCredit: refer to caption GIRAFFE-DOG This is what happens when a dog cross-races with a giraffeCredit: refer to caption HALLELUJAH! Everyone feels that way when they get into bed at nightCredit: refer to caption SIT! Yoga or nap? You decideCredit: refer to caption BACK TO BEFORE How is it physically
possible? Credit: referring to caption READY Maybe she's dreaming? Credit: refer to caption DON'T MOVE What if the owner has things to do? Credit: referring to caption LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? Either really sleepy, or really hungryCredit: referring to caption LOOKING good to be fair, this is what most of us look like when we float
offCredit: refer to caption BATHROOM NAP Looks unhygienicCredit: refer to caption DID YOU ANGLE It's like dog-TetrisCredit: refer to caption Don't dream and drive now, who's going to clean the dribble of that steering wheel? Credit: refer to caption We pay for your stories! Do you have a story for The Sun Online news team? Email us
at tips@the-sun.co.uk call 0207 782 4368 . You can WhatsApp us on 07810 791 502. We also pay for videos. Click here to upload yours. There comes a moment when nothing you do can stop your sleepy eyes from close. Whether it's because of final exams week, a new baby (or puppy), or just late night BarkBuddy sessions (Seriously
though, I can't be the only one scouring the internet for adoptable puppies, even though I already have a full house), sleep deprivation has hit us all at some point in our lives. I'm guilty of falling asleep on the couch, laptop on chest, my dog's buttocks dangerously close to my face (pink eye, anyone?). Turns out, dogs snooze in awkward
positions too. Here are 25 of the most derpalicious doges sleeping in strange poses. 1. How we all feel on Monday mornings when that alarm goes off. via Blazepress 2. Thanks for that fancy $100 bed, but I prefer this bowl. Via A Place To Love Dogs 3. Classic or no? via Cheezburger 4. All those wrinkles. All that derp. via The I Love
Dogs Site 5. The best part of every day: to get home and put your paws up. via The I Love Dogs Site 6. Bae won't slide you with that face. via reddit 7. There really needs to be a way to change the channel using mind tricks because achieving the remote control is a real problem here. via reddit 8. Honey, can you turn off the light? Turn
off? via reddit 9. When you're at the drive-thru and they tell you the fries won't be ready for another five minutes. via reddit 10. How is it even remotely comfortable? via Tumblr 11. Are we still there? No, Are we still there? No. Are we there y-zzzz. via reddit 12. So close, but so derp. via Blazepress 13. Done. via reddit 14. Being puppy-level
cute should be super tiring. via reddit 15. Mum didn't want to get us bunk beds, so we improvised. Via reddit 16. When you just can't with life. You just can't. via Blazepress 17. Work on his running form even in his sleep. #CantStopWontStop via reddit 18. When you fall in front of your loved ones so you downplay it the way you intended to
fall. But they know. They know. via reddit 19. Exercising your legs on the wall yoga poses when, suddenly, anaesthetical hits. via reddit 20. That bref. via reddit 21. Sure, that's cute... if you like to droole on. via reddit 22. It's like Jenga, with Retrievers. via reddit 23. Vertical leg lifts are good for strong abs unless you fall asleep halfway. via
Blazepress 24. Sometimes that's the only way to get time away from the rest of the crew. via Blazepress 25. You do not need mulch when you have a case of the planter snoozes. via reddit Whether they are awake or asleep, dogs never really fail to entertain us. Let these funny dog sleep positions mark your funny bones and make your
day. Just like cats, dogs are also flexible sleepers. They tend to fall asleep on the spot and often in the most awkward positions. Adult dogs typically spend about 12 to 14 hours of sleep per day while puppies and senior dogs may need even more nap hours. After hours of playing and running around, they have the tendency to dose off
while desperately trying to stay awake. But then they can no longer keep their little eyes from closed and eventually just fall asleep there and then. Dog owners usually witness all sorts of funny dogs sleeping positions. From general positions to odd positions, we sometimes wonder if they're really comfortable with how they sleep. Unlike
us, dogs have no problem establishing themselves in random places and they can sleep properly in any position. But did you know that a dog's sleeping position says a lot about its personalities? Scroll down to learn the most common posture that dogs use to sleep and what these positions mean? And as we promised earlier, we've put
together these funny dog sleeping positions to lighten your mood. Have a good laugh! My dog can't gravity right get soniakaponia Puppy hot she paws shapely This dog sleeps happily relaxation As your dog sleeps with its head on top of its paws, the posture called the Lion Pose. That's referring to the statues of the declining lions we
usually see in front of some government buildings. When a dog is in a lion pose, it means that just leck and is not yet in a deep state of sleep. I'm done trying to find out this dog atrimarco We told our dog she couldn't sleep on Couch blacksunrize This Guy Chilling With His Dog In London Guygan Most dogs usually sleep on their sides with
their legs extended. The Side Sleeper position means that a dog is comfortable with its surroundings. Moreover, this suggests he is ready to fall into a deep sleep. When they're tired or bored, dogs often begin to doze in lion's stance and eventually creep into the his sleeping position. Once they fall into a deep sleep, they relax their
muscles and stretch out their legs. Dog Park Experience exceeds expectations loser Lang smilkcake If you need something to brighten up your day, here's a picture of my dog sleeping cadencecleo Sometimes, a dog curling up in a little ball when they sleep, like a doughnut. The Doughnut attitude should do something with temperature. In
cold weather, curling helps them regulate body temperature. While stretching out keeps them cool during warmer season, curling helps keep them warm in colder season. My Buddy's Dog Sleeping On The Mule Steering Wheel highimallaudin Neighbor's dogs with a nap in my garage turbojammer Hyperlaxity Power Enabled lifonaut Some
dogs also manifest a sleeping stance that is slightly similar to the lion pose. But instead of putting their heads on top of their paws, they stretch out their paws in front of their heads. In addition, they also stretch out their legs behind their buttocks instead of the declining lion. This posture is known as the Superman pose, and it's simply
because it looks like the flying superhero. Dogs go into this position to keep themselves cool, with their stomach against the cold floor. Please read instructions carefully when meeting your new dog from IKEA deathakissaway Nap Time vividlee Funny Dog sleeping positions This is what nap time looks like in our home doctor She reflects
is the biggest floydthebarb3r This is how she sleeps there He was snoring at EnglishLFC My aunt's Wiener Dog fell asleep while begging AUX1_Dub This Fransie puppy sleeping everywhere Ollie sleeps just under chairs SteeVeeJoe I think my dog is broken Soulrebel84 I call this Tetris Murph drop_fred_gorgeous Sleep someone else's
dog like that? GeorgiaLAX Bae caught my sleep rawberrySportcake This is Leela. She sleeps that way. This just Ain't Right HaveAMap My cousin gave me a picture of her dog sleeping probmatic This is how my dog sleeps now Carbman I'm so tired vz77 She likes to keep her feet when she sleeps Nosleepgaythoughts My dog will sleep
in any position. Apparently it's comfortable CommodoreGonzo That's Ralph. Ralph likes to nap wolfgangamadeusms It was slightly disturbing to look back and find my dog sleeping like this Reddit So my friend's dog fell asleep with her face in her baking yayadee17 My GF's dog likes to sleep on my lap and constantly fart in my face...
Hammelicious She decided to sleep like that ConnardDeBase Strange. My saved Spanish Greyhound sleep like this My Golden Retriever likes to sleep under the toilet ImQueative My brother's dog is pregnant, And that's how she sleeps CallABondulance She sleeps in very strange positions Poached_Polyps The Most Comfortable Way to
Take a Nap Milcientoonce Any Idea That's Wrong With My Dog? overtheedg3 We played and he just fell asleep chewing on his own leg lilly_willy My dog dreams of being an Olympic diver TheBestAtWhat racanipe Actually this sleeping position very casual She sleeps like a Princess BigPheel My dog doesn't know how to sleep properly,
helping Scoopity_Woops Scoopity_Woops
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